Evaluation of the Optimal Injection Solution in Hybrid Endoscopic Submucosal Dissection (ESD) for Various Organs in an Ex Vivo Porcine Model
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Abstract

Background: For flat and/or depressed lesions ranging from 11-20 mm, hybrid ESD, i.e., EMR with circumferential incision (CI), is now prevalent. However, there is no clear standard for choosing an injection solution. Sodium hyaluronate (SH) is widely used, despite its disadvantages. This study aimed to clarify the most effective injection solution for safe hybrid ESD for trainees in various gastrointestinal tract organs.

Methods: CI was performed on 30 resected porcine esophagi, stomachs, duodena and colons. The following three solutions were injected into submucosa, and their ability to maintain mucosal elevation height (MEH) was evaluated: Solution A, normal saline (NS); Solution B, 1:1 mixture of NS and 0.4% SH; and Solution C, 0.4% SH. We measured the minimum snarable MEH and the average procedure time for snaring, and the optimal concentration of SH was identified both graphically and histopathologically.

Results: The lesion-lift ability was superior at higher SH concentrations except, for duodenum. No solution obtained sufficient MEH in duodenum. The minimum snarable MEH was 5.02 mm, 5.73 mm, and 6.05 mm, and the snaring procedure time was 58.8 s, 56.2 s, and 75.3 s in esophagus, stomach, and colon, respectively. Hybrid ESD could be performed successfully with Solution B for esophagus, Solution A for stomach and Solution C for colon, and these results were confirmed histopathologically.

Conclusions: The optimal solutions for hybrid ESD in an ex-vivo porcine model for trainees were Solution B for esophagus, Solution A for stomach, and Solution C for colon. Further study is needed for duodenum.
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Introduction

When performing endoscopic resection, en bloc resection plus R0 resection is desirable for a successful treatment outcome. Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) is widely used to remove nonpolypoid early stage neoplastic lesions of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract that are 10 mm or less in diameter because lesions greater than 11 mm may result in a piecemeal resection [1-7]. Endoscopic submucosal resection (ESD) allows en bloc resection, regardless of tumor size, but it is difficult to perform and can cause problematic complications [8,9]. A combination of circumferential incision (CI) followed by EMR is now prevalent for the removal of larger (11-20 mm) flat or depressed-type lesions [1,10-13]. This procedure has been named hybrid ESD [14,15].

Hybrid ESD is useful because it is a shorter and simpler procedure than ESD and because it fills the treatment gap for patients who require more treatment than EMR. In hybrid ESD, mucosal elevation height (MEH) after CI can vary significantly depending on the composition of the injection solution and the organ treated. This variability can lead to complications, such as the underlying muscle layer being gripped when snaring a lesion with a low MEH, which results in perforation; central portions of the lesion being left behind; or piecemeal resection. The most effective way to avoid these risks is to use submucosal injections to create an adequate submucosal fluid cushion between the lesion and the muscle layer.

Sodium hyaluronate (SH) is widely used clinically for endoscopic submucosal injection because of its high efficacy and low toxicity [16,17]. Nonetheless, the use of high-concentration SH has some disadvantages because it can cause defects in transpiration due to electrification, it can confuse gripping the muscle layer by increasing the grip force of snaring, and it has a very high cost. Therefore, the SH concentration should only be high enough to obtain sufficient MEH for a safe resection. In a past report, the ability to obtain MEH was examined only in an EMR model. No published studies have examined the effect of SH concentration on MEH after a CI for hybrid ESD, and variations in concentration have not been considered for different organs. Therefore, our first aim was to examine the change in MEH after injection in a CI model in various porcine organs. Furthermore, hybrid ESD can be performed in a short time compared with ESD because the process of dissection is omitted by snaring; as a result, if sufficient MEH is provided to resect a lesion safely, then a high concentration of SH is not necessary. Moreover, as mentioned above, because ESD is difficult, it is important that even trainees be able to...
perform hybrid ESD safely. Therefore, our second aim was to examine the correlation between the trainee’s procedure time for snaring and the minimum snarable MEH and to optimize the concentration of SH required for successful hybrid ESD by trainees in various porcine organs. The present study examines the snaring method, which is safe and has minimal disadvantages; therefore, we did not focus on the difficulties in circumferential incision and instead highlighted the process after the circumferential incision.

Materials

Circumferential incision models

Fujihiro et al. reported that performing controlled, reproducible MEH and precise MEH measurements in live pigs is very difficult; therefore, they conducted their studies on resected specimens [18]. This study used porcine organ specimens (esophagus, stomach, duodenum, and colon), acquired from a company that provides no human animal models for research, within 2 hours of resection to best simulate in vivo conditions. This study was granted an exemption from requiring ethics approval by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of The Juntendo University. Each specimen was stretched flat neutrally on a rubber board with pins, and the lesions were marked precisely with dots by tracing around the circumference of a 20-mm circular plastic plate (Figure 1A) using a Dual Knife (KD-650Q; Olympus Co., Tokyo, Japan) set at forced-coagulation mode (Effect 4, 50 W) for the esophagus, stomach, and colon, and a 25G needle was used in the duodenum because of the thinner and more muscular mucosa. We used an ITknife 2 (KD-611 L; Olympus Co.) for CI of the stomach, and an ITknife nano (KD-612 L; Olympus Co.) (Figure 1C) set at the end-cut mode (Effect 4, 50 W) for the esophagus, duodenum, and colon. The CI models were made from 30 specimens of each organ. The CI models used in the following experiments were performed adequately by the same endoscopist (Y.N.) because the quality of CI can affect the minimal snarable MEH and to optimize the concentration of SH required for successful hybrid ESD by trainees in various porcine organs.

Methods

Method 1: Changes in mucosal elevation height after injection

SH (0.4%, MucoUp, Johnson & Johnson Co., Tokyo, Japan) containing 80 mg of SH in 20 ml (SH concentration: 4 mg/ml) was developed and is used exclusively for endoscopic treatment in Japan. We applied three variations of this injection solution in our trials: Solution A, 0.9% NaCl (normal saline, NS); Solution B, 1:1 mixture of NS and 0.4% SH (final SH concentration: 2 mg/ml); and Solution C, 0.4% SH (final SH concentration: 4 mg/ml). We injected each solution into the submucosal layer of the CI models upon obtaining an initial maximum MEH, using 10 specimens for each organ. Avoiding the mucous membrane and muscle layers, as occurs in clinical practice, we injected the solution into the submucosal layer until the elevation was sufficient without fixing the amount of the injection solution or speed of injection. The MEH was recorded immediately from the lateral direction using a video camera (HC-W850 M, Panasonic Co., Osaka, Japan). The camera was fixed horizontally to the mucosal surface to perform this measurement precisely, and we set up a ruler to measure MEH in the screen view. We isolated still images from the recorded injection procedure at 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 and 300 seconds post-injection and measured MEH to 1/100 mm using Photoshop CC 14.1 (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) (Figure 2). We compared the mean MEH at each time point for each of the three solutions that were injected into each resected organ.

Result 1: Changes in mucosal elevation height after injection

A time course of the change in MEH after submucosal injection in the different resected organs is shown in Figure 3. There were no significant differences in the initial MEH for each solution in the esophagus, stomach and colon. Analysis of the duodenum was prevented by the immediate spread of the solution after injection, which precluded any lasting increase in MEH. The lift potential of Solutions A and B in the esophagus was similar up to 30 seconds, and Solution C was most able to maintain the MEH after 30 seconds (Solutions C > B > A) (Figure 3A). A similar rating was observed in the stomach (Solutions C > B > A), with Solution C being most able to maintain the MEH at 30 seconds post-injection (Figure 3B). There was a significant difference in the colon between Solutions B and C at 30 seconds, and both solutions were superior to Solution A. However, Solution C had the ability to maintain the MEH at 60 seconds (Solutions C > B > A) (Figure 3C).

Figure 1 (A,B,C): Representative models for circumferential incision. A: Set-up of swine organs and 20-mm plastic marking plate, B: Placement of markings for the incision line, C: Submucosal injection of normal saline and circumferential incision.

Figure 2 (A,B): Submucosal injection and measurement of mucosal elevation height. A: Incision region before submucosal injection, B: Side view of video image and marking ruler at the time of submucosal injection.
Consequently, it was found that even after the CI, the ability of the solution with high SH concentration to maintain MEH was superior. Therefore, to compare the ability of lesion-lift in each organ with the same solution, we calculated reduction rates using MEH at 0-300 seconds and compared them in each organ. The ability of Solution C to maintain MEH in each organ was compared by evaluating MEH at 300 seconds relative to the initial MEH, which showed that the stomach was able to maintain MEH significantly better than the esophagus (p=0.014) but that there was no significant difference between the esophagus and colon, or the stomach and colon. The ability of Solution B to maintain MEH in each organ was compared by evaluating MEH at 300 seconds relative to the initial MEH, which showed that the stomach was able to maintain MEH significantly better than the esophagus (p=0.025) and the colon (p=0.048), and the colon was able to maintain MEH significantly better than the esophagus (p=0.013). These results were same in the case of Solution A.

As a result, we found that the ability to maintain MEH could vary in each organ, even when the same solution was used. These results led us to further explore the optimal solution for hybrid ESD in consideration of these variations.

**Method 2: Minimum snarable mucosal elevation height**

We examined the minimum MEH with which snaring can be performed successfully. However, measuring MEH directly during snaring is difficult because the form of the lifted mucosal membrane is changed by the influence of the snaring itself. Therefore, we used a 2-step procedure to measure the minimum snarable MEH (i.e., the minimum mucosal height at which snaring is possible). First, we measured the “snarable time” that is, the number of seconds during which snaring is possible after the injection (duration of time for possible snaring). We injected Solution A, which showed the lowest ability to maintain MEH in Result 1 (Figure 3), into the submucosa of each CI model, and we snared the lesion with a 25-mm snare (Snare Master; SD-210U-25, Olympus Co, Tokyo, Japan) at 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, and 300 seconds. Because the MEH can change if snaring is attempted in the same CI model, we performed the snaring for each time point with a different model (one model for 0 seconds, another model for 30 seconds, another model for 60 seconds, and so on). We used an endoscope and performed it in the same way as assumed for actual endoscopic technique. The duration of time for possible snaring was measured by three endoscopists (K.M, Y.N, and Y.A) individually on each of the ten resected organs. The mean duration of time for possible snaring was calculated and rounded to the nearest 30 seconds to yield a value for “snarable time”. The “snarable time” obtained from the measurement was converted to MEH based on Result 1 (Figure 3). Ultimately, the “minimum snarable MEH” for each organ was defined as the mean MEH at the “snarable time” plus one standard deviation (ISD) of time as a safety margin.

**Mean procedure time of snaring**

Based on the trials described above, we measured the procedure time of snaring (tsnare) and evaluated the optimal injection solution. Our definition of tsnare was that the time measurement started at 0 seconds when the injection needle was removed after the injection; the snare was then put through the endoscope and out from the tip of the endoscope, and the time measurement ended when the lesion was held firmly with the snare. The time measurement ended right before the excision, and the time for the excision was not included. Trainees must perform the procedure safely, and tsnare depends on the practitioner’s skill. Therefore, we measured tsnare for one expert who had attended more than 1000 cases of EMR and 500 cases of ESD (K. M) as a reference, and for two trainees who had attended up to 30 cases of EMR (Y. N and Y. A). We used an upper endoscope for the esophagus, stomach, and duodenum and a lower endoscope for the colon. We calculated the average of ten tsnare values for each practitioner.

In this study, we fastened the organ on a rubber board placed on an even surface and set the lesion in the horizontal direction almost the same as with endoscopic technique, which is the 6 o’clock direction. Based on Result 1, which indicated that NS showed the lowest ability to maintain MEH, we evaluated the minimum MEH for possible snaring using only NS.

**Optimal injection solution**

From these results, the minimum snarable MEH can be derived. If the MEH is lower than the minimum snarable MEH, snaring cannot be performed. In other words, if the MEH after the injection is higher than the minimum snarable MEH, snaring can succeed. On the graph that shows the transition of MEH, we indicated the minimum snarable MEH, the length of snarable time for each injection solution, and the time required for the trainees to snare. Then, it was considered that snaring can be successfully performed with an injection solution with MEH that is higher than the minimum snarable MEH at the time required for trainees to snare. Among these solutions, the one with the lowest SH concentration was considered optimal.

**Histopathological investigation**

To evaluate the optimal solution for each organ in practice, the removed specimens and remaining organ samples using each solution were examined histopathologically. The specimens were fixed in formalin, cut into 2-mm slices, embedded in paraffin, and stained using hematoxylin-eosin and azan to determine whether the muscle layer of the remaining organ was perforated and/or whether residual lesions remained.
Results 2: Minimum snarable mucosal elevation height

The snarable times are shown in Table 1, and the minimum snarable MEH is shown in Figure 4. The mean time of possible snaring in the esophagus was scored as 58 seconds, and the snarable time was thus determined to be 60 seconds. The addition of +1 SD of height to the MEH was achieved using Solution A at 60 seconds, which led to a minimum snarable MEH of 5.02 mm (Figure 4A). The mean time of possible snaring was 145 seconds in the stomach, and the snarable time was determined to be 150 seconds. The addition of +1 SD of height to the MEH was achieved with Solution A at 150 seconds as a margin of safety, which led to a minimum snarable MEH of 5.73 mm (Figure 4B). No snaring was achievable in the duodenum because the lesion did not remain elevated after the injection of Solution A. The mean time of possible snaring was 56 seconds in the colon, and the snarable time was thus determined to be 60 seconds. The addition of +1 SD margin of safety produced a minimum MEH for the colon of 6.05 mm (Figure 4C).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ</th>
<th>Mean snarable time a (approximate value) (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>58.2 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>145.3 (150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>56.5 (60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Snarable time for each organ.

There was a significant difference in the average tsnare between the expert and the trainees for the stomach (39.6 versus 56.2 seconds, respectively). The mean tsnare in the colon was approximately 26 seconds faster for the expert than for the trainees (48.7 versus 75.3 seconds, respectively).

Optimal injection solution

For the esophagus (Figure 5A), the minimum snarable height was 5.02 mm. If the MEH is lower than 5.02 mm, snaring cannot be performed (the gray shaded area in Figure 5A). In other words, when the MEH after the injection is higher than the minimum snarable MEH of 5.02 mm for the esophagus, snaring can succeed. The graph indicates that with normal saline, snaring can be performed for approximately 30 seconds but that snaring cannot be performed at 60 seconds because MEH decreases below 5.02 mm. For B, snaring can be performed for approximately 120 seconds, but at 150 seconds, MEH has decreased below 5.02 mm. For C, snaring can be performed for 300 seconds. For the trainees, the mean procedure time for snaring, Tsnare, was 58.8 seconds. The graph indicates that at 58.8 seconds, the MEH for Solution A is below 5.02 mm but that the MEH for Solutions B and C is above 5.02 mm. Consequently, it was found that trainees can perform snaring with Solutions B and C. Considering the disadvantages of SH, it is better to use a lower concentration of SH; therefore, Solution B can be the optimal injection solution for the esophagus.

Figure 5 (A,B,C): Optimizing the injection solution. Plots show changes in mucosal elevation height (MEH) following the injection of three solutions (Solution A, normal saline; Solution B, 2 mg/ml sodium hyaluronate; and Solution C, 4 mg/ml sodium hyaluronate). Grey shaded areas mark the time points/conditions that did not allow successful snaring. Dashed yellow lines mark the snaring times of the experts and trainees. Stars indicate the solutions that are considered to be optimal. A: In esophageal hybrid ESD performed by a trainee, Solutions B and C both achieved the minimum snarable MEH. Because Solution B has a lower concentration of SH, Solution B is supposed to be optimal for the esophagus (1)p<0.05: B vs C, 2) p<0.05: A vs C, 3) p<0.05: A vs B), B: In hybrid ESD performed on resected stomachs by trainees and experts, all solutions achieved the minimum snarable MEH. Because Solution A has a lower concentration of SH, Solution A is supposed to be optimal for the stomach (1) p<0.05: A vs B, 2) p<0.05: C vs A, 3) p<0.05: A vs B), C: In colon hybrid ESD performed by a trainee, only Solution C successfully achieved the minimum snarable MEH. Therefore, Solution C is supposed to be optimal for the colon (1) p<0.05: A vs B, 2) p<0.05: A vs C, 3) p<0.05: B vs C).
For the stomach (Figure 5B), the minimum snarable height was 5.73 mm. If the MEH is lower than 5.73 mm, snaring cannot be performed (the gray shaded area in Figure 5B). In other words, when the MEH after the injection is higher than the minimum snarable MEH of 5.73 mm for the stomach, snaring can succeed. The graph indicates that with normal saline, snaring can be performed for approximately 60 seconds but that snaring cannot be performed at 90 seconds because MEH has decreased below 5.73 mm. For B, snaring can be performed for approximately 180 seconds, but at 300 seconds, MEH has decreased below 5.73 mm. For C, snaring can be performed for 300 seconds. For the trainees, the mean procedure time for snaring, Tsnare, was 56.2 seconds. The graph indicates that at 56.2 seconds, the MEH for Solutions A, B and C is above 5.73 mm, which suggests that the trainees can perform snaring with any of the three injection solutions. Considering the disadvantages of SH, it is better to use a lower concentration of SH; therefore, Solution A can be the optimal injection solution for the stomach.

As described in Result 1, it was difficult to examine the duodenum. For the colon (Figure 5C), the minimum snarable height was 6.05 mm. If the MEH is lower than 6.05 mm, snaring cannot be performed (the gray shaded area in Figure 5C). In other words, when the MEH after the injection is higher than the minimum snarable MEH of 6.05 mm for the colon, snaring can succeed. The graph indicates that with normal saline, snaring cannot be performed at 30 seconds because MEH has decreased below 6.05 mm. For B, snaring can be performed for approximately 60 seconds, but at 90 seconds, MEH has decreased below 6.05 mm. For C, snaring can be performed for 150 seconds. For the trainees, the mean procedure time for snaring, Tsnare, was 75.3 seconds. The graph indicates that at 75.3 seconds, the only MEH above 6.05 mm is that of Solution C, which suggests that trainees can perform snaring only with Solution C. Therefore, Solution C can be the optimal injection solution for the colon.

Histopathological examination

Figure 6 (a-l): Hematoxylin-eosin and azan staining of resected porcine esophagus (a-d), stomach (e-h) and colon (i-l) (original magnification × 1.25). The lesion was removed en bloc with no heat denaturation or perforation of the muscle in the removed specimen. The figures show only the results of optimal solution use for each organ; Solution B for the esophagus, Solution A for the stomach, and Solution C for the colon. Esophagus (a: H-E stain, b: azan stain). Resected esophagus (c: H-E stain, d: azan stain). Stomach. (e: H-E stain, f: azan stain). Resected stomach. (g: H-E stain, h: azan stain). Colon. (i: H-E stain, j: azan stain). Resected colon. (k: H-E stain, l: azan stain).

We performed hybrid ESD on resected porcine organs using each solution. We used histopathological methods to verify that, when using Solutions B and C for the esophagus, Solutions A, B and C for the stomach, and Solution C for the colon (Figure 6), all lesions were removed en bloc, and we observed no denaturation by heat or perforation in the muscle layers in either the removed specimen or the remaining organ.

These results indicated that for the esophagus hybrid ESD could be performed successfully with Solution B or C, but Solution B with a lower concentration of SH can be optimal. Similarly, for the stomach, Solution A can be better than Solution B or C, and for the colon, only Solution C can be used.

Discussion

Various solutions have been used as a submucosal injection solution for endoscopic resection, but there are no clear standards regarding its choice, which depends on the individual practitioner. Therefore, injection solutions such as hypertonic saline [19], dextrose water [20], glycerin solution [21], and SH [22] have been examined. Fujishiro et al. injected a fixed quantity of various solutions into the submucosa of the porcine stomach and evaluated the ability of each solution to maintain MEH. Their results showed that SH was superior at maintaining MEH over other solutions [18]. However, unusually, CI was not performed in their study. Procedures involving CI such as hybrid ESD and ESD are performed widely, and SH is widely used clinically, although the concentration of SH depends on the individual practitioner. Furthermore, in hybrid ESD, MEH after CI can vary significantly depending on the composition of the injection solution and the organ treated, but no study has examined the optimal injection solution for hybrid ESD in each organ.

Given the above, we evaluated the MEH after CI according to the concentration of SH for the first time in this study using a commercial solution of 4 mg/dl SH. In stomach models without CI, Fujishiro et al. reported that a 30% decrease in MEH required at least 1200 seconds using the same 4 mg/dl SH solution [18]. As shown in Figure 3, a high concentration of SH was superior at maintaining the MEH even after CI. However, the MEH for Solution C decreased by 30% in 300 seconds in our study (line C in Figure 3B), possibly because the injection solution immediately flows into the surrounding regions from part of the CI. Thus, one should be aware that the injected solution might flow into areas surrounding the lesion when performing a procedure based on CI. From this, it is clear that CI makes it difficult to sustain MEH.

We also examined changes in MEH in the esophagus and colon for the first time, and we showed the superiority of a high SH concentration at maintaining MEH, similar to the results in the stomach. Moreover, we compared the reduction of MEH in each organ using the same solution. The ability of 4 mg/dl SH to maintain MEH in each organ was compared by evaluating the MEH at 300 seconds relative to the initial MEH, which showed that the stomach was able to maintain MEH significantly better than the esophagus (p=0.041); however, there was no significant difference between the esophagus and colon or the stomach and colon. By contrast, the ability of 2 mg/dl SH to maintain MEH in each organ was compared by evaluating the MEH at 300 seconds relative to the initial MEH, which showed that the stomach was able to maintain MEH significantly better than the esophagus (p=0.025) and the colon were (p=0.048); furthermore, the colon was able to maintain MEH significantly better than the esophagus (p=0.013). These results were the same in the case of NS. That is, SH was superior at maintaining MEH in each organ equally in the case of using 4 mg/dl SH, but the ability to maintain MEH was
organ-specific in the case of using 2 mg/dl SH and normal saline (stomach: colon: esophagus). In terms of the initial MEH, a previous report [18] that determined the volume of injection solution showed that SH was superior to NS. In this study, we injected solution until the maximum MEH was obtained without determining the injection solution volume, and there was no significant difference in the initial MEH between the solutions in the esophagus, stomach, or colon (esophagus vs. stomach: p=0.211, esophagus vs. colon: p=0.241, stomach vs. colon: p=0.058). As a result, there was no association with organ specificity for the initial MEH. That is, it has been suggested that the ability to maintain MEH is associated with organ specificity and viscosity [20], but the same may not be true for the initial MEH. The initial MEH may be associated with the capacity of the submucosal layer into which the solution is injected. In terms of the differences among organs in maintaining MEH, there are gross differences in the mucosal and submucosal layers, and there are certainly pathological and molecular biological differences among these tissues that may relate to their ability to maintain mucosal elevation. Esophageal mucosa are generally thin and composed of stratified squamous cells, and mucosae in the stomach and colon are composed of simple columnar epithelia, with a thicker layer in the stomach than the colon. Differences in the thickness and molecular composition of submucosae among these organs have not been reported, and it has thus been difficult to analyze the differences between human and porcine submucosal tissue molecularly.

This study showed that a higher concentration of SH has a greater ability to maintain MEH. As mentioned in the Introduction, however, the SH concentration should be as low as possible to avoid the disadvantages associated with its use. Hybrid ESD has a shorter procedure time than ESD because the dissection procedure can be omitted. For this reason, a high concentration of SH is not necessary if a sufficient MEH for safe resection can be obtained during the snaring time. Accordingly, we measured both the snaring procedure time and the snarable MEH, and we evaluated the optimal concentration of SH.

In this study, the optimal solutions were 2 mg/dl SH in the esophagus, NS in the stomach, and 4 mg/dl SH in the colon. There are two factors that prescribe the optimal concentration of SH on the graph of changes in MEH: the minimum snarable MEH and the snaring procedure time (tsnare). Regarding the minimum snarable MEH, the snarable time was up to 60 seconds in the esophagus, up to 150 seconds in the stomach, and up to 60 seconds in the colon. The MEH without ISD was 4.448 mm at 60 seconds in the esophagus and 5.201 mm at 60 seconds in the colon; thus, there were significant differences between the esophagus and colon (p<0.05). This finding suggests that snaring may be more difficult to perform in the esophagus than in the colon, possibly because of histological differences in the mucosa (e.g., esophagus, stratified squamous cells; colon, simple columnar epithelia) and/or the density of the connective tissue of the submucosa. However, no studies have evaluated these mechanisms, and research on this subject may be expected in the future. By contrast, the mean tsnare by trainees was 58.8 seconds in the esophagus, 56.2 seconds in the stomach, and 75.3 seconds in the colon (Table 2). Thus, tsnare was longer in the colon than in the esophagus or stomach. This may be because the length and thickness of the colonoscope affect the time taken both to replace a snare catheter and for the snaring operation: a colonoscope is longer and thicker and more difficult to operate than an upper gastrointestinal endoscope. It is generally considered that the procedure time is affected by the number of years of experience [23-25]; thus, we measured tsnare for both trainees and an expert. Similar to a past study, tsnare was faster for the expert than for the trainees. These findings suggest that practitioners might perform hybrid ESD by using more conventional solutions according to their level of learning and expertise.

According to the present results, SH at a concentration of 4 mg/dl provided sufficient MEH in each organ equally, but the optimal solution varied for each organ due to organ specificity, the ease of snaring, and because tsnare was also different for each organ. This study has therefore shown that we should consider not only the characteristics of the organ but also differences in scope, procedure time, and the proficiency of the practitioner when selecting the optimal solution in hybrid ESD.

In this study, we obtained the optimal concentration of SH in hybrid ESD: 2 mg SH in the esophagus, normal saline in the stomach, and 4 mg/dl SH in the colon, and it is considered that EMR, hybrid ESD, and ESD in the duodenum are difficult. Matsumoto et al. reported that the incidence of complications in the duodenum was 35.7% for ESD and 3.4% for EMR [26]. Conversely, Kim et al. reported an incidence of 75% for ESD and 6% for EMR [27]. Accordingly, the complication rate varies by study, and a standard technique in the duodenum has not been established. These reports also suggested that EMR is safer than ESD in the duodenum. In this study, duodenal MEH could not be obtained due to the immediate spreading of the injection solution because of the thin mucosa and submucosa and the underlying Brunner gland in the duodenum. EMR is considered safer because it is performed without CI; however, hybrid ESD is not suitable in the duodenum because it is difficult to obtain sufficient MEH after performing CI. For this reason, in the duodenum, we should probably perform partial incision instead of CI at the beginning of ESD. Few reports mention the complications of hybrid ESD, and further consideration of this topic will be needed.

There are some limitations to this study. This study was conducted in resected porcine specimens, and thus, we did not assess the influence of blood flow, body temperature, peristalsis, or absorption from tissue in a live animal. Therefore, similar results may not be applicable to humans, and the safety of these methods in human subjects must be uniquely considered. Furthermore, there are anatomical differences between human and porcine versions of the same organ; however, we performed the examination in a part of the organ that is considered to be similar to human. Mucoup is sold only in Japan as SH for gastrointestinal endoscopy treatment, while SH such as SUPARTZ (SH concentration: 10 mg/dl, Kaken Pharmaceutical Co., Tokyo, Japan) is also sold in other countries. Therefore, the solution recommended in the present study can be made by diluting these solutions with saline. Also for this reason, we did not use Glyceol (Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Tokyo, Japan) for the investigation. Nonetheless, the results of this study provide important evidence demonstrating the optimal solution and technique for trainees performing hybrid ESD, and the results may lead to the improved performance of hybrid ESD in the future.
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